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 Section 1 IOSH Members’ Night
Enhance & Influence (Jan—May 2019)

IOSH Singapore Team and IOSH President meet with MOM

Updates of Immediate Past
IOSH President
Dr Vincent Ho, has just completed
his term as the 52nd President of
IOSH, he has been a member of the
Institution for 15 years and also a
Chartered Fellow. As a former Chair
of the IOSH Hong Kong Branch, he
was awarded the IOSH President’s
Distinguished Service Award in
2005 and 2008. He served on
IOSH’s Council from 2009-2015 and
as Vice- President between 20152017.
Dr Ho has been the FIRST IOSH
President who is non-resident in UK.
During his 12-month period as the
IOSH President, Dr Ho has supported our branch with great enthusiasm by attending our AGM
and meetings with MOM.

IN THIS NEWSLETTER

As the first IOSH
President to be
non UK based, Dr
Dr Vincent Ho
Ho had a formi52nd IOSH President
dable task of
uniting IOSH from an International
perspective and establishing IOSH
more firmly within the International
arena.
From a Singapore Branch view
point, he has successfully achieved
this with meeting commitments in
Malaysia, South Korea, Australia as
well as a successful APOSHO conference in Hong Kong and of course
we wish to thank him for supporting IOSH Singapore Branch in
many ways.
Best regards and wishes,
IOSH Singapore Branch
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 Section 2 IOSH Committee Support
Conferences / Event Collaboration
 MDIS / Leeds Beckett University
Graduation Ceremony
 Travel Safety Conference
 Safety Case Symposium 2019
 SISO Total WSH Conference
 International Conference on Ensuring Industrial Safety
 IOSH Singapore Branch AGM
 UON Industry Night
 International WSH Conference
 1-Day Masterclass Workshop on
DESIGN FOR SAFETY
 17th SISO WSHO Conference 2019
 UoN Graduation Ceremony
 Falkland Islands Visit
 IOSH No-Time-To-Lose Campaign
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Message from the Branch Chairman:
During our last AGM, we had less than
400 followers on our LinkedIn’s page
and I’ve asked to make it 400. We
managed to achieve it by the end of
our AGM. Recently I’ve set a new goal
of 1000 by our 2020 AGM, you can see
how happy I am that after our recent
BCAA-IOSH Annual Conference, we
have 1080 followers as of 4 Dec 2019.
For a branch with 367 members in 34
countries (and is expanding); our reach
of 1080 followers is far above our
weight! I just want to thank all of you
for following us and we hope you’ve
shared our mission as by doing so, we
can all help our goals to ‘Grow Personally Grow Professionally’ and make
the difference.

Darren Brunton
CFIOSH
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Executive Committee 2019—2020
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Section 1 | IOSH Members’ Night (Enhance & Influence)
30 January 2019 | Speaker: David Townsend
On 30th Jan 2018, Singapore IOSH
branch has organised its first event to
kick off this wonderful 2019, David
Townsend was invited as the speaker
on that night to give the sharing
about fire investigation, David Townsend has engaged his whole life with
fire- fighting and fire investigation, his
topic on that night is about ‘Fire Expert - my life in fire’.
IOSH Chartered Fellow Tim Briggs
joined the team for the night and
commented, “The evening event at
Singapore IOSH Branch on Wednesday
30th January was a presentation by
David Townsend. David was explaining about his work as a Fire Investigator. Many people may be under the
impression that once a building structure or object has caused damage
through fire or explosion that the results are just burning, charring or

Delivered by: David Townsend | Principal Fire Investigator

obvious damage. David was very
good at explaining that each fire
has its own characteristics, and
every explosion leaves evidence of
actual cause.
David also highlighted the need to
be able to relate how if you approach people correctly you can get

clues as to where potential causes
may have occurred, highlighting for
me the importance of being able to
communicate with people.
Communicating to people is something sometimes our profession
needs to improve upon!
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January 2019
And by knowing the distinguishing
features him to track back to the
seat of the fire or cause of the explosion. Again David eloquently
explained the importance of understanding and predicting the behaviour of people, and relating the
many human or business common
causes of failure such as lack of
training, supervision, inadequate
planning etc.

For me as a safety practitioner, examining workplaces I have always concentrated on the fire triangle, looking
to exclude or minimise the fuel source
or alternatively reduce the heat
source. Looking at immediate areas.
Very much like a murder scene, information as being principle elements in
any incident he may have examined.
After listening to David explaining his
work, it made me realised that not
only do I need to consider seats of fuel
or heat sources, but also to track a

potential pattern of fuel source, as
well as examining a broader area
for potential heat sources, that may
ignite fuel sources.
David’s work is very complex, but
again he highlighted the need to
have the required skill aligned with
advanced learning to be able to
predict how explosions or fires may
have occurred.
David very articulately explained
that each fire has separate helps
significant distinguishing features.

A stark lesson for Safety Practitioners we all need to continue learning
and developing our knowledge
skills and abilities to be able to
function effectively and develop
ourselves effectively.
By listening to David, I was able to
diagnose some problems with how I
may have undertaken my work, but
now I need to practise and develop
the learning that has occurred to
improve my own ability. I am certain everyone in the room should
have been able to gain knowledge
from David’s session.”

27 February 2019 | Article by Mohd Ismail | Speaker: Chen ZhenKang

On 27th Feb 2019, Singapore IOSH
branch had invited the industry services manager, the functional safety
expert-Chen Zhenkang, Senior Manager from TUV Rheinland Singapore to

share about the topic on “What’s
functional Safety?”.
My main aim to attend this session
was to gain CPD activities, networking and to better understanding of

the functional safety.
By attending the Networking night,
I was introduced to Functional
Safety and I learned about the following:
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February 2019
Role of Functional Safety:
I have learned that Functional Safety
is part of the overall safety of a system or piece of equipment and generally focuses on Electrical, Electronic or
Programmable electronic systems (E/
E/PE) and related software. It looks at
aspects of safety that relate to the
function of a device or system and
ensures that it works correctly in response to commands it receives.
In a systemic approach Functional
safety identifies potentially dangerous
conditions, situations or events that
could result in an accident that could
harm somebody or destroy something. It enables corrective or preventive actions to avoid or reduce the
impact of an accident.
The aim of Functional safety:
I have learned that the aim of functional safety is to bring risk down to a
tolerable level and to reduce its negative impact; however, there is no such

thing as zero risk. Functional safety
measures risk by how likely it is
that a given event will occur and
how severe it would be; in other
words: how much harm it could
cause.
International Standard for Functional Safety:
I have learned that the Management System for functional Safety
is- The IEC 61508 series which is
the International Standards for
electrical, electronic and programmable electronic safety related systems. It supports the assessment of
risks to minimise these failures in
all E/E/PE safety-related systems,
irrespective of where and how they
are used.
IEC 61508 sets out the requirements for ensuring that systems
are designed, implemented, operated and maintained to provide the
required safety integrity level (SIL).
Four SILs are defined according to

Steven Low present speaker with
appreciation gift

the risks involved in the system
application, with SIL4 being used to
protect against the highest
risks.
How I intent to use or apply the knowledge gained
in the future:
I intend to learn and explore more
on Functional Safety for me to
better understand the topic as
functional safety is very new to me.

28 March 2019 | Registered Industrial Hygienist Schemes | Speaker: Er. Veronica Chow
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25 April 2019 | Risk Perception and Decision Making | Speaker: Shamsul Huda

During IOSH’s Singapore branch recent event in April, the lively presentation by Shamsul Huda, dived into
the field of behavioural psychology in
relation to risk perception and decision-making.
This is a complex and evolving concept. As extracted from the presentation and for the simplicity of this brief
article, we will only focus on the Johari window of known knowns. The
proposal was vivid, set against the
wide and familiar background cast by
the industry’s current risk assessment
and matrix; its categories of probability and levels of consequence. The
underlying assumptions were suggested as limiting, with missing links in the
causative chain.
Utility economics and embedded subjective judgments were recommended for sharpening the tool matrix.
Kahneman and Tversky (1979), Nobelwinning economists of Prospect Theory, were demonstrated as to how people make decisions in an environment
of risk; how more often than not, we
impose our biases and skewed

decision-making and perceptions.
The human mind is less rational
compared to what we originally
believe or want to believe.
These thoughts were combined
with Slovic’s argument on how risk
communication persuades our
perception of risk (Slovic, Fishshoff
and Lichenstein, 1982); the central
elements include attitudes and interpretations of risks that differ
between experts and workers.
There are a number of ongoing arguments around the treatment of
the current risk matrix and its impact on loss. This presentation encourages us to explore some entrenched beliefs and practices we
may have; it raises questions on the
evaluation and implementation of
the systems we design. Exposing
such concepts is necessary at a
time when we need to consider
variations and influences on employee understanding, behavior
and decision-making. How to rethink, re-tool and recalibrate

our assumptions, so that
we can be versatile at
adapting to the onslaught of asymmetric
information, new environmental/
technological changes and uncertainty.
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MDIS & Singapore IOSH Networking Night

30 May 2019 | Leading Safety from a CEO Perspective | Speaker: Mark Garvey

Speaker’s Information:
Mark Garvey is the President of Exyte
Asia Pacific. He joined M+W Group in
2015, bringing more than 30 years of
organisation leadership in the engineering and construction industry and
executive management experience to
his role with the company. In August
2018, M+W Group rebranded its core
business to Exyte.
Since joining Exyte, Garvey has led the
APAC region to drive growth through
a strategic focus on supporting the
design, engineering and construction
needs of clients in key industry segments including semiconductors, life
sciences and chemicals as well as data
centres.
With more than 2,800 employees in
China, Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan
and Vietnam, the Asia Pacific region
has grown from strength to strength
and is today four times its 2014 revenue size. Garvey is passionate about
workplace safety and spearheaded
the Incident- Free Workplace initiative
in 2017 to promote and embed safety
as a culture across the organisation.

Garvey was born in the United
States and holds a Bachelor’s degree from Drew University, Madison, New Jersey. He spent more
than 25 years in Foster Wheeler,
where he held various management positions, including long term
assignments in Singapore and China.
Mark Garvey, CEO of Exyte Asia
Pacific shared with us his CEO and
Personal Perspective on Leadership
and Safety; Leading from the Top
with a vision, trusted values, integrity, and with passion from the
heart compassing all the ethics of a
leader. With Good and Sound Leadership; respect and change will follow. He asked us what is the job of
the CEO - and answered himself by
saying ‘I am responsible’ - with this
Mark then shared his journey from
a personal change that took place
about 9 years ago when he attended a conference in the USA, where
sharing of work ethics and practices
opened doors of thoughts, through
to the challenges of changing a
work culture within a huge organisation. Making Safety the way

business is done, and because of
this the business has grown exponentially in reputation, global
growth and revenues. Safety is not
a part of a business - it is the business.
CEOs do not directly design or organise safety and health procedures, but yet these Leaders play
significant role in safety performance. With this mindset change,
CEOs, Managers, Supervisors, and
the front line workforce can all
learn from a speaker such as Mark
Garvey. We will look forward to
invite him back for another networking event soon.
‘Perfection is not attainable! But if
we chase perfection we can catch
excellence.’ - Vince Lombardi
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Section 2 | IOSH Committee Support Conference /
Events Collaboration
MDIS/Leeds Beckett University Graduation Ceremony
02 February 2019 | Branch Support Event

Travel Safety Conference
06—07 March 2019 | Branch Support Event

Our Branch Chairman—Darren
Brunton was invited as the guest of
honor to attend the ceremony.

Safety Case Symposium 2019

26—27 March 2019 | Article by Muthukumaran (Tech IOSH,
Corporate QHSE Manager Kreuz Subsea)
The Second International “Safety Case Symposium 2019” was enthusiastically greeted by delegates in a nearly packed NUS alumni auditorium on 26th &
27th March 2019. Nearly 250 managers, executives, university students, industrial specialist, Oil & Gas operators, educators, petrochemical specialist
from across the globe attended the two day Symposium with its theme
‘Technologies, Methodologies, and Regulations’.
The Safety Case Symposium brought together an impressive line-up of
speakers from 16 countries with Senior Executives from NUS, SIT, Shell, Ministry of Energy & Mineral Resources of Indonesia, Risktec, Petrochemical of
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As the supporting partner to the Safety Case Symposium, IOSH Singapore Branch members are invited to join this
wonderful event organised by TUV Rheinland at NUS Alumni Auditorium.

Singapore, Vanguard, HIMA, APSS, Emerson, Yokogawa, SUPCON, Exponent,
Siemens, and speakers from world
leading process safety management
consultants TUV Rheinland.

The Symposium was opened by Vice
President, Industrial Services, Asia
Pacific, Ramesh Nadarajah. He spoke
on the transformation within the industries and the new challenges
ahead in Safety Case Regime and the
need for collaboration between educational institutes, ministries and operators.
Steven Low, Vice Chairman IOSH

Singapore Branch said “This is my
first time attending a Safety Case
Symposium. This event has brought
together high profile speakers, with
powerful messages on the performance of the upstream and downstream industries and successful
strategies going forward”.
Nazrul Islam, BEnvOHS Student
Representative of University of
Newcastle (Australia) said “The
Safety Case Symposium was a significant opportunity to network
with top industry professionals
from around the world. Through

SISO Total WSH Conference
09 May 2019

IOSH President— Dr Vincent Ho visited Singapore on the 9th May 2019.
Together with IOSH Singapore Branch
representatives, the team met up
with Ministry of Manpower, Singapore to discuss areas of collaboration
that IOSH can continue to support the
developments of Singapore towards
Vision Zero and a safe workplace nation. It was the first opportunity for
the first IOSH President (non UK
based) – Dr Vincent Ho, to meet Mr
Silas Sng, Commissioner for Workplace Safety and Health.

the panel discussion, presentation
of Industry best practices and Q&A
sessions widened my awareness of
the various industries. The topic
that captured my attention most
was “Major Hazard Facility Regulation around the
world” by Zoran Sekulic,
Brenden Fitzferald and
Paul Breen”.
“Safety is not a cost – it is the way
we do business” with this message
imprinted in our minds and hearts
we look forward to more interesting 3rd Edition Safety Case Symposium in 2020.
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One 10th May, we
have arranged IOSH
President Dr Vincent
Ho to a site visit to
one of a Land
Transport Authority
(LTA) tunnel project.
It was a ‘warm’ visit
as the LTA’s staff
were very friendly
whilst the sun was
hot.
We were introduced
to the tunnel boring
system used and
then walked the tunnel to see a completed section and one that the TBM was still operational.
A great applaud to the LTA’s team for showing
us the worksite and shared with us some of the
important safety elements at work. With Darren
Brunton CFIOSH, JC Sekar, Zephan Chan Yu Yun
and Alex Maroske.

International Conference on Ensuring Industrial Safety
30—31 May 2019 | Article by JC Sekar (CEO of AcuiZen Technologies, IOSH Exco Committee)
I was honoured to have been invited
by the United Nations International
Development Organisation #UNIDO to
Vienna on 30/31 May 2019 and to
speak on the topic of “Monitoring
Industrial Safety in the context of
Industry 4.0”.
My three specific recommendations
for UNIDO’s consideration were very
well received:


Redefining Safety Performance



Consideration of the emergent
risks due to the Human Angle



An Artificial Intelligence based
Global Industrial Safety Database

I am looking forward to working with
with UNIDO and other enterprises to
pilot these ideas over the next few
months.

My
team
and I at
AcuiZen
Technologies
have
initiated actions
in
these areas
and are delighted
at
the potential
of moving
forward quickly with the support
and involvement of more institutions.

Let us chat if your organisation
would like to be a part of this pilot.
This was also a great opportunity to
re-connect with old friends and
make new connections with

professionals like Michael Tooma,
Dr. Jan Przydatek from Lloyds Register Foundation and to learn from
each other. Particularly delighted
to meet with Dr. Li Yong, Secretary
General of UNIDO, Martin Cottam,
Chair of ISO/ TC 283 responsible for
the ISO 45001 standard and my
IOSH colleagues.
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2019—9th IOSH Singapore Branch AGM

9th May 2019, what a fantastic evening where we were honored to host
the 9th Singapore Branch AGM with
IOSH President, Dr Vincent Ho who
flew in from Hong Kong. It was a
evening of fun, laughter and information with great people and great
food. A big thank you to the Branch
EXCO for making the evening happen,
and to all the members who have
joined us from Sri Lanka, Malaysia, UK
and Singapore.
Steven Low, the Vice Chairman of
IOSH Singapore branch has shared his
thought after this wonderful night, “It
has been a fruitful year since I took up
the Vice Chairman and CPD/IPD positions in IOSH (Singapore) and I was
very privileged to work with
2018/2019 EXCO committee. Their
commitment and dedication to this
volunteer service was commendable.
They have made my journey very
meaningful and enjoyable. We hope
members and non-members who have
attended last year monthly network events which incorporate
a wide variety of knowledge
sharing, find them useful in developing their competencies
and awareness.

Hopefully more members will come
forward to engage us and your active participation is one of the key
motivation factors for the EXCO
committee to work harder. Beside
the monthly network and collaboration events, Alvin Gan and I have
also conducted monthly CPD/ IPD
sessions. Since the first inception in
early March 2018, we have shared
and helped more than 50 members
and non-members on membership
issues, their CPD and IPD queries.
I believed the one-one sessions,
hand-on workshops and sharing of
our experiences in achieving Chartered Membership have triggered
non-members’ interest to explore
IOSH membership, and also
equipped members the confidence
to upgrade their membership categories and ultimately achieving
their Chartered Membership.”
Thanks for all your support and see
you all in our coming events!

Jason Oh receives the IOSH
Presidents Distinguish Service
Award during our Branch AGM
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UON Industry Night

26 July 2019 | EHS Night Industry Night organised by University of Newcastle, Singapore

On the 26th of June, UON Singapore
had organised the “UON EHS Industry
Night” in PSB academy.
IOSH Singapore branch members
were invited to join this event, and
Exco Committee member—Nancy
Shen was the MC for the night. She is
also the UoN BEnvOHS alumni committee chairperson.
During this event, the Pro- Vice Chancellor and CEO of UON Singapore has
delivered the welcome note. Follow
by the opening address, the Commissioner of Workplace Safety and
Health’s Mr Silas Sng presented his
personal insight on WSH 2028 Strategy during the UON EHS Industry Night.
Meanwhile, the Managing director,
Sridhar Sunkad from EON Reality Asia
also presented about how AR/ VR application for Industry 4.0 in WSH. During this event, EON Reality also set up
the VR demonstration booth to let all
the participates to enjoy the firsthand VR/AR experience.
After this event, Singapore branch
Vice Chairman said: “It was very encouraging to know that Singapore is
benchmarking with the top 4 countries in the world and is aiming to be
one of the top leading countries in
workplace safety and health performance. Mr. Silas Sng, Commissioner of
Workplace Safety and Health

briefed on the three broad strategies namely; deepen WSH ownership, renew focus on workplace
health, promote technology adoption to advance WSH outcomes that
have been identified by the Ministry. He hopes all occupational safety and health professional worked
for hand in hand to drive these
strategies smartly to prevent all
injuries and ill-health, achieve our
target of a sustained workplace
fatality rate of less than
one per 100,000 employed persons by 2028.
IOSH Singapore fully
believes we can contribute to achieving this
target with our commitment, focus and resilience.”
Ranjit Singh, work as
EHS Professional in
Pratt
&
Whtney
(Component Aerospace
Singapore Pte Ltd) he
just joined IOSH member since May 2019, as
the new joint IOSH
member in Singapore
as well as the UON BEnvOHS alumni he has
mentioned that: It was
a truly captivating
event as the speakers
shared about the programmes.

The Chief Guest speaker Mr. Silas
Sng Commissioner for Workplace
Safety & Health, shared about the
‘Our 2028 Vision’. He guided with
his inspirational words and inspired
to do better and attain a Healthy
Workforce in Safe Workplaces; A
country Renowned for Best Practices in Workplace Safety and Health.
To achieve these I strongly believe
every individual has a part to play
to make it possible.
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International WSH Conference

06 November 2019 | Safety by Design—A Holistic Approach

GROW PERSONALLY • GROW PROFESSIONALLY

After months of planning, we are
pleased to say it was the best BCAA –
IOSH Annual Conference since we
started hosting them back in 2012.
With international speakers from UK,
Hong Kong, Thailand and our very
own Singaporeans, it was a day full of
information, sharing and learning.
From the Opening address by Mr Zaqy
Mohamad, Minister of State, Ministry
of National Development and Ministry
of Manpower, who reflected on how
progressive Singapore Safety has
been, and continuing the challenge to
enhance improved methods and technologies to reduce work place health
issues, workplace injuries and illuminate workplace fatalities through to
the key note presentation of Stephen
Coppin followed by the wealth of informed and subject matter experts in
Dfs, this conference has set a new
bench mark president for future
events.
Mr Rob Sanchez shared the BIM models and the digital revolution that is
not coming – it’s here! Being used
with his organisation China Construction (South Pacific) Development

Company Pte Ltd, showing some
excellent examples of pre-planning
and digital visualisation that enhances planning, safety and quality;
which ultimately provides for a efficient, safe and cost effective project outcome.
Mr Sam Stevens discussed two projects he has been involved in UK
with regards building new facilities
for education institutes that involved many challenges in the planning, design and implementation
phases. But using a Dfs system and
models ensuring the projects
where successfully completed.
Speakers from Ministry of Manpower also joined the conference
with a detailed presentation delivered by Ms Evelyn Koh with regards
Occupational Health and Carcinogens, particularly Asbestos in the
work place, while Mr Thai Toh Men
provided a serious insight to the
finds of MOM Inspections of the
workplace and Dfs failings in action.
Malcolm Shiels from UK, and Matt
Cusack (based in Thailand but from

UK) each shared insightful presentations and their experiences in the
workplace when trying to implement Dfs – these valuable real life
experiences showing the challenges
faced across all aspects of project
management from tender phase,
tender evaluation, procurement,
and implementation all held a common theme that is missed so often,
which is sharing and collaborationgetting the right competent personnel in the room at the right
time, involving those who know
what is needed and collaborating
with all parties involved in the project.

The ‘Normal’ tender, evaluation
and award process must change –
the ‘technically compliant – lowest
tender’ wins the project is a proven
failed system which results in ‘
technically compliant – lowest tender wins the project – project delays- failures in performance- failures in safety – failures in product
delivery = increased costs, reputational damage and more.
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International WSH Conference~ Continue

Mr Jerry O’Sullivan from Exyte Asia
Pacific gave a engaging talk from the
heart about ‘Valued Leadership’ what it takes to change the culture of
an organisation and the wealth of
benefits that comes with this ‘step
change’. There are many MNCs, large
corporations that ‘Talk and Walk’ but
many don’t actually ‘Walk the Talk’ –
only those organisations that truly
believe in, and their senior management get out the board room and
lead by example will survive in business as successful organisations in the
contracting environment of the future.

The final presentation of the day
was by Mr Steven Yeung; who gave
a short and sharp overview of the
Dfs Good Practice Guide that is
available for everyone to use.
After such a excellent conference
day we should ask ourselves – what
are we (‘you’) now going to do to
make the change?
IOSH Singapore Branch wish to
thank everyone for making this
such a success and great day; the
delegates for whom without your
attendance there would be no

event; BCAA Mr Hug Lim and Ms
Leong- Kok Su Ming; Mr Mahaboob
Khan and Charlie Tan, Mr Kenneth
Loo and the support team from
BCAA; VIP’s— MOM Commissioner
for Workplace Safety Mr Silas Ng;
Director (OSH Inspectorate) Mr Sebastian Tan; Director (OSH Specialist Dept) Er Mohd Ismadi; WSHC
Director Winston Yew; Mr Chan
Yew Kwong and the Volunteers
from IOSH Exco who made it happen on the day Steven Low; Jon
Eades; Nancy Shen; Zephan Chan;
Jason Ho; JC Sekar; Harry Ho.

1-Day Masterclass Workshop on DESIGN FOR SAFETY
07 November 2019 | Speakers: Stephen Coppin and Malcolm Shiels
On 7th November at BCA, 62 delegates
ranging from Developers, Government bodies, including the Ministry of
Manpower, Designers and Design for
Safety Professionals were reminded
of the duty holder duties and the
basic principles. The participants were
split into two equal groups and provided various examples of registers
and methodologies to plan, manage,
monitor and coordinate design risks
and top tips.

Other than going through various
processes, they were provided an
insight into the examples of bad
and good practices in design related to construction, maintenance
and cleaning, workplaces to demolition and whole life cycle.
Task exercises were conducted and
all were encouraged to look at the
top ten occupational health and
safety risks, the first to look at the

top ill-health risks and provide
what mitigation and solutions could
be carried out in the design using
the acronym and term ‘ERIC’ and
later a syndicate exercise was again
in their groups of various disciplines required to identify the hazards and risks, provide solutions
and develop a Design for Safety
Register and Plan etc.
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Design for Safety Workshop ~ Continue

At the end of the session they went
through and discussed what they
learned and agreed what actions with
the next steps they would take back
to their organisation and projects to
make an improvement and difference.
Key learning aspects were identifying;
hazards and associated risks early in
the design can make a difference.
Identifying solutions up front with
temporary works and not just permanent works is important. Ensuring the
right information to the right people
at the right time is paramount ideally
with the aid digital in using visualisation and BIM than traditional methods. Taking Ownership, Leadership,
Responsibility and working as a team
were, they have a presence is also
crucial.

Comments from delegates who
attended the workshop:Mr Han, "The workshop is an eyeopener and thought-provoking
where designers from the AEC community (Architecture/ Engineering/
Construction) can collaborate,
learn, un-learn & re-learn from
each others to achieve our common
goal in reducing injuries, ill heath
and fatalities in all workplaces on a
borderless platform"
Mr. Matthew Cusak, “The masterclass was well planned easily holding my interest throughout the
day. The session ended with a really good practical workshop. The
workshop materials were of a great
quality and enough to share around

17th SISO WSHO Conference 2019
12 November 2019 | Marina Bay Sands

the whole group. Being new to Design for Safety, but having been
around the construction safety
block, Steve’s style of presentation
gave me enough detailed information to keep up with the much
more senior DFS professionals, but
detailed enough for the solid practice learning points for the most
experienced DfSP.
I took a number of key points from
the class. RAG lists, ERIC and limiting my messages to concentrating
on communicating key points and
not falling into the trap of sending
generic cover my back side H&S 101
is what I will use moving forward.”
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University of Newcastle (UoN) Graduation Ceremony
~ 23 November 2019

IOSH Singapore Branch congratulates the successful achievement of all University of Newcastle, BEnvOHS graduates. Jon Eades, Nancy Shen and Zephan Chan Yu Yun were there to celebrate with them. Let’s all welcome them
to be part of IOSH as they embark on their journey to become chartered H&S professionals.

Falkland Islands Visit

~ 18 November 2019 | The Connection between two islands
IOSH Singapore Global Outreach— the
reach of an IOSH network has no
boundaries!
While IOSH Singapore Branch Chairman
- Darren Brunton was visiting the Falkland Islands for the first time since 1982
(37 years ago), he managed to meet
IOSH Member Stephen Dent who works
for the Falkland Island Company.

After a cup of tea and a good chat
about Safety on the Falklands and challenges that are routinely faced, Darren
was pleased to present Stephen a IOSH
Singapore Branch Jacket.

Singapore Branch EXCO relaxed after one
of the monthly planning meeting—Sadia,
Jon, Molly, Sarah, JC Sekar, Steven,
Zaphan and Darren

L-R: Darren with Stephen
Dent in Falkland Islands
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IOSH No Time to Lose Campaign
19 November 2019 | Presented by JC Sekar
On 19th Nov 2019, approximately 100
attendees from various Singapore
governments agencies including Ministry of Manpower (MoM), Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA), National Environment Agency (NEA), Housing Develpoment Board (HDB), Defense Science Technology Agency
(DSTA), Jurong Town Council (JTC) etc
were introduced to the IOSH No-Time
-To-Lose campaign. The event was
organised by MOM.

IOSH Singapore Exco Members JC
Sekar (JC) & Muthukumaran Mahalingam (MK) participated in the
event. JC provided the participants
informative presentation on the
IOSH No-Time-to-Lose (NTTL) campaign and urged the government
agencies to encourage their various
stakeholders to sign up the NTTL
campaign, so as to promote awareness of occupational cancer.

IPD Session (Enhance)

Why join IOSH?

Why become Chartered Members?
Monthly CPD/IPD Sessions
First session started in March 2018
 50 members and non-members on membership
issues, their CPD and IPD issues.
 40 members in WhatsApp support groups
 10 members starting their Chartered Membership
journey








Achieve your career goals
World class leadership
Powerful professional advantage
Connects to the movers and shakers
World of opportunity
Advise and advance the profession

Upcoming
Events
New Year Networking Night

~ 16 January 2020 | Leading Safely from a CEO Perspective and Joint Networking event with IPAF
Venue : Holiday Inn Orchard City Centre
Time : 1830 hrs—2300 hrs
Ticket : 1 free ticket per member (1st guest chargeable at S$40 & 2nd guest @ S$82)
S$20/pax (specially for members of UoN, MDIS and Leeds Beckett Graduates) ~ Payment via cash only

Working with IPAF Singapore, we are
pleased to invite you to our FIRST Networking night of 2020. Following on
from the great success of our CEO
Perspective talk in 2019, we will be
hearing from Marco Neelsen to continue our theme of hearing safety
from the most senior management.

embracement
of
technologyenabled WSH in WSH 2028 Strategy, in his presentation, you will be
shown on how autonomous drives,
virtual reality simulation, distance
sensors, pressure bars and smart
cards going to make a safer use of
MEWP in your workplace.

To support this event, Raymond Watt
General Manager of IPAFs will present
the technology era and the

This is surely going to be an inspirational evening, with great company

of like-minded individuals, great
food and a great learning experience. What a Great way to start
your 2020, come and join us and
start your 2020 the way you intend
to continue— GROW PERSONALLY GROW PROFESSIONALLY.
An international Buffet meal will be
available on the night with light
refreshments and a lucky draw.
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Calendar of Events 2020
2020

CPD/IPDndWorkshop
(Every 2 Thurs of
the Month)

13 Feb 2020

Jan—Mar

12 Mar 2020

Members
Networking Nights

Events

16 Jan 2020
Leading Safely from a CEO
Perspective and Joint Networking event with IPAF
– Venue: Holiday Inn
Orchard City Centre
18 Feb 2020
Networking Night with Tim
Briggs
– Venue: TBC

Technical visits

19—20 Mar 2020
OEHS 2020 Conference on Occupational
Health & Hygiene: Strengthening foundation,
Breaking new frontiers
Venue: Shaw Foundation Alumni House
Auditorium, National University of Singapore, 11
Kent Ridge Drive, Singapore 19244
Time: TBA

26 Mar 2020
Networking Night
– Venue: TBC

Apr—May

09 Apr 2020

May 2020
IOSH Singapore Branch AGM
– Venue: TBC

Apr 2020
Site Visit to PTP
TBC

Lookout for dates on our ‘FREE’ Members Networking nights! Limited Spaces available for Technical Visits.
From January 2017, non-members of IOSH will be charge nominal fees to attend IOSH Singapore Branch events.

TECHNICAL VISITS — WHAT’S NEXT?
OPEN for IDEAS! If a technical visit can be arranged
at your workplace where IOSH members can learn
the organisation’s Safety Management System onsite, this will be a valuable experience for all.
Please do share with us so that we can make the
necessary arrangement, email
ioshsecretarysingapore@gmail.com

Health & Safety Reading Corner

 IOSH Magazine—Latest News. Click here
 WSH Institute—OW Links (A publication of Workplace Safety and Health Institute, Singapore).
Click here for Issue 72 (November 2019)
 WSH Council—Bulletin. Click here

CONTRIBUTE NEWS / ARTICLES
Singapore branch newsletter—All IOSH members
are encouraged to submit your papers/articles to
be published to our quarterly Singapore Branch
newsletter.
Call for monthly networking event speakers! Please
register your interest with sarah.ho@outlook.sg

Contact Us at
Registered Address:
No. 15, Changi North Street 1,
#02-36 I-Lofts @ Changi, Singapore 498765
Tel: +65 6542 4984 Fax: +65 6542 5584

FEEDBACK / COMMENTS
We welcome articles related on national/international HSE matters.
If you have any news, ideas, or experiences to share, write to us at
sgioshnews@gmail.com
For Advertisement opportunities, please email
ioshsecretarysingapore@gmail.com

